WATTERSHED
As recorded by Foo Fighters

Transcribed by Doetje

Fast Rock $j = 192$

Gtr I $f$ (fuzz)

Gtr II $ff$ (distortion)

Gtr III $ff$ (distortion)
WATTERSHED - Foo Fighters

Verse 2

C A5 B5 A5 B5 E5/B C5 B5 E5/B C5 B5 N.C. G5 E5

Gtrs I, II

C5 B5 C5 B5 F5 A5 D5/A A5 A5 A=B Gtrs

This actually is a 2,3 harmonic. This harmonic

Is located between the second and the third fret.
WATERSHED - Foo Fighters

Bridge 1

D5/A  F5/C  B5
A5  B5  Bb5  D5/A  F5/C  A5

G5  A5  D5/A  F5/C  B5
A5  B5
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WATTERSHED - Foo Fighters

Bridge 2

Gtrs I, II

D

D5/A  F5/C  B5

Gtrs I, II, III

A  B

D5/A  F5/C  A5

sl.

G5  A5

D5/A  F5/C  B5

A  B

G5  A5
Verse 4

A5 B5

E5/B C5 B5

Gtrs I, II

Gtr III
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